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making a difference in the careers of women 
scientists by providing them with essential 
tools that are often lacking in formal academic 
training. The women who participate in MASS 
AWIS programs have taken their career devel-
opment needs into their own hands. As a result, 
they have created an environment encourag-
ing accomplishments, even if their school and 
work organizations are not providing what is 
needed to succeed.

Celebrating a milestone
Last autumn, MASS AWIS marked its ten-year 
anniversary5 with a gala to celebrate the chap-
ter’s success. Over 130 participants attended, 
including current and past members, mentors, 
colleagues from local academic institutions 
and local companies in the Massachusetts area. 
Fifteen companies that support the mission of 
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An advocacy group provides a unique opportunity for professional development that is making a difference for 
women in scientific and technical careers.

Women and members of other under- 
represented groups continue to encoun-

ter major hurdles in pursuing a career in 
science, technology, engineering and math 
(STEM). Currently, women make up 47% of 
the overall workforce but constitute only 27% 
of the science and engineering workforce1. 
Many women are not only denied career 
advancement when faced with unconscious 
bias2, overt discrimination3 or outright sexual 
harassment4, but often simply ‘leak out of the 
pipeline’, leaving their STEM careers for good. 
This represents a remarkable waste of scientific 
training, talent and experience.

The National Association for Women in 
Science (AWIS) is a nonprofit advocacy orga-
nization founded in 1971 to drive excellence 
in STEM by achieving equity and full partici-
pation of women in all disciplines and across 
all employment sectors. The Massachusetts 
chapter (MASS AWIS; http://www.massawis.
org/) is now the largest of the 39 chapters of 
National AWIS, with over 300 members sup-
porting the needs of women scientists for over 
a decade. The chapter membership is diverse, 
spanning all levels of career progression from 
graduate school to senior scientists, including 
participants from all areas of academia and 
industry (Fig. 1).

The first Boston AWIS chapter folded in the 
early 1980s because all involved believed that 
anti-harassment and employment laws were in 
place to ensure that equity for women in the sci-
ence work place was achieved. Unfortunately, 
there is still a lot of work to be done as the 

pipeline continues to leak. Neither salary nor 
advancement parity exists for women in the 
workplace. The current MASS AWIS chap-
ter was established in 2004 and now provides 
a full calendar of career development events 
and workshops that are well attended by both 
members and nonmembers. Some examples 
of past workshops include “Influence Without 
Authority,” “Speed Networking,” “Leveraging 
Social Media for your Career and Job Search” 
and “Salary Negotiation.” These events are held 
in the academic and biotech hubs in Cambridge 
and Boston, but some events extend beyond to 
the Worcester area.

Given the richness of STEM education and 
career opportunities in Massachusetts and the 
many varied challenges facing women in sci-
ence, the demand for this all-volunteer orga-
nization is not surprising. The MASS AWIS 
board of directors and committee volunteers 
dedicate their time outside of their regular 
professions to support women like them-
selves in the STEM field. They are passionate 
about working as a team to seek out collabo-
rations, organize events and initiate ideas in 
order to give back to the STEM community. 
Volunteering opportunities provided by MASS 
AWIS allow these women scientists not only to 
expand their network, but also to build their 
leadership and management skills.

Most graduate students believe that if they 
just perform good scientific research, they will 
end up working as scientists after their train-
ing time is completed. Although strong scien-
tific skills will always be important, technical 
prowess is certainly not enough to ensure a 
successful transition to any scientific career. 
Transferable skills such as the ability to work 
in teams, to communicate confidently, and to 
manage people and expectations are critical 
for long-term career success in both academic 
and nonacademic professions. MASS AWIS is 

Figure 1  MASS AWIS provides resources 
for women in various scientific fields in 
Massachusetts.
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of nonacademic careers in STEM is becom-
ing more important as academic funding has 
been on a decline. However, more scientists 
are finally realizing the ability to apply their 
skill sets across multiple different fields such as 
policy, business and technology transfer.

Formalized mentoring programs help men-
tees to advance personal growth in diverse 
ways and share experiences in a support-
ive environment. However, one of the most 
important outcomes is that after participa-
tion in such a program, mentees are more 
likely to seek out mentors and are enabled 
to utilize their mentoring relationships more 
effectively. An organized group-mentoring 
program brings structure and accountability 
to the experience so that it can serve as a men-
toring ‘boot camp’ for the future8. The chap-
ter provides an opportunity for professional 
development that is making a difference for 
women in STEM.
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MASS AWIS sponsored the event, and the pro-
ceeds from this event led to the establishment 
of a MASS AWIS membership scholarship4. 
These scholarships are being made available 
to women who are underemployed or unem-
ployed so they can join the chapter and con-
tinue to propel their career forward by taking 
advantage of workshops, networking and par-
ticipating in the mentoring program.

The anniversary gala celebrated one of the 
milestones in the history of the chapter, the 
establishment of the MASS AWIS Mentoring 
Circle Program in 2007 (ref. 6) and the impact 
it has played in the career success for so many 
women. US Senator Elizabeth Warren pro-
vided a video address to start off the event7. 
“Only a quarter of the women who receive a 
bachelor’s degree in STEM fields remain in the 
field ten years later,” she said. “It is clear from 
those numbers that there is more work that 
needs to be done to support women who are 
interested in pursuing scientific careers.”

The keynote speaker was Ellen Daniell, 
author of the book Every Other Thursday—
Stories and Strategies from Successful Women 
Scientists, an inspiration for the founding of 
the MASS AWIS Mentoring Circle program. 
Daniell talked about the logistics of her own 

long-standing mentoring group in California. 
She encouraged the audience to be authentic 
in pursuing personal goals and to seek out sup-
portive relationships to advance these goals. 
Finally, she urged the members of the audience 
to have the courage to go in a new direction 
to seek out meaningful and positive career 
experiences.

The MASS AWIS Mentoring Circle pro-
gram follows a small group-mentoring for-
mat (1–2 mentors paired with 3–5 mentees). 
Now in its eighth year, the mentoring pro-
gram has provided more than 450 scientists 
with the opportunity to realize the benefits of 
the group mentoring (Fig. 2). Each year the 
mentoring committee uses survey data and 
participant feedback to improve the program. 
In 2015, 88% of respondents said that the 
program met or exceeded their expectations. 
When surveyed on topics that were covered 
in mentoring sessions, 91% of participants 
said that their group worked on networking 
skills, which is not surprising given the impor-
tance of relationship building for a successful 
career transition. Other topics included how 
to navigate academic careers, nonacademic 
careers, work/life balance, interviewing, net-
working and workplace challenges. The topic 

Figure 2  The growth of the MASS AWIS mentoring circles program over the past 8 years.
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